Fuzzy clustering analysis is a decision approach, makes fuzzy equivalent relation to classify objects into different clusters according to some criterion. In this paper it is applied in the clustering of software quality using the following steps: Firstly, fuzzy compatibility matrix is created using max-min method. Secondly, fuzzy equivalent relation is generated using composition relation. Finally, fuzzy equivalent matrix is used to obtain optimal threshold value to get clusters of software quality.
Introduction
Cluster analysis is a tool for data analysis and is branch in statistical multivariate analysis and also is an unsupervised learning technique in pattern recognition. Several methods of fuzzy clustering, such as fuzzy ISODATA [1], Fuzzy C-Means [2], Fuzzy K-nearest neighborhood Algorithm [3] , potential based clustering [4] and others, have been proposed by various researches. The non-unique partitioning of the data in collection of clusters is the central idea in fuzzy clustering. The membership values of data points are assigned for each of the clusters. The membership value of zero indicates that the data point is not a member of the cluster under consideration. Handling of extreme outliers in many crisp techniques are difficult but the tendency of fuzzy clustering algorithms is to give them very small membership value in surrounding clusters [5] . Thus fuzzy clustering provides a flexible and robust method for handling natural data with vagueness and uncertainty [6] .Fuzzy clustering has been widely studied and applied in a variety of different areas [7, 8, 9] . In this paper, fuzzy clustering analysis is used for classification of software quality.
The principle of fuzzy clustering analysis
The fuzzy cluster analysis approach makes use of fuzzy equivalent relation to classify the objects into different criterion [10] .The steps of fuzzy clustering is as follows:
Step 1: To construct Fuzzy compatibility / primitive data matrix.
Suppose universe U={x 1 , x 2, n } includes n objects to be clustered and each object has m factors to represent its characters. The basic principle of cluster analysis is to classified similar objects into same category. To obtain similarity coefficient r ij between the objects x i and x j max-min method is used as The above matrix satisfies fuzzy compatibility relation. For each r ij , if i =j then r ij = 1, which indicates that R is called to have reflexivity. On the other hand, for each r ij , r ij = r ji , which indicates that R is called to have symmetry.
Step 2: To construct Fuzzy Equivalent Matrix A fuzzy relation which has symmetry, reflexivity and transitivity is called a matrix of equivalence relation. For clustering, fuzzy equivalence relation can be obtained by several composition computations.The procedure is : determine R 1 , r ij. r ij = (3) 0 , r ij <
Application of fuzzy clustering analysis to software quality for category of optimal choice
Objects collection consists of 10 projects :U = {x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 , x 10 }as shown in Table 1 .In fuzzy cluster analysis, the project classified into the clusters should be the optimal choice.
Metrics used
Software quality factors may be enumerated as follows: portability, usability, reusability, correctness, maintainability etc. This paper focuses on quality of software using clustering and metrics were designed and / or adapted from Pal and Bhattacherjee [11] where the authors have developed a Fuzzy Logic System for prediction of software quality.
Description of metrics:
GUI (Graphical User Interface): GUI was measured as the relative number of forms which were clearly displayed, on a scale of 0-10. The quality of the ultimate product (program) has been judged by team of three experts who ranked the various projects on a scale of 50-100 for usability and this served as the predicted output.
MEM (Meaningful Error
Message
Data gathered
The ten projects are used to obtain the data. The statistics and a brief description related to each projects are depicted in Table 1 .
The set up of the fuzzy compatible matrix
With formula (1) and data in Table 1 we can deduce the fuzzy compatible matrix R= (r ij ) 10x10, i.e. Table 1 
The set up of the fuzzy equivalent matrix
Here we use composition computation to obtain transitive closure t(R) with square method as explained in Step 2 then we get t(R) is the fuzzy equivalent matrix as Therefore, elements in U are classified into three categories, i.e.{x 1, x 3 }, { x 2 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 , x 7 , x 9 , x 10 } and { x 8 } It indicates that on lowering the cluster threshold value to obtain the optimal number of clusters according to the requirements. The result is depicted in Table 2 . From this result, it is observed that the Max-Min method yields best clusters.
Experimental results

K-
Conclusion and future research
In this paper Fuzzy clustering is applied to a set of Software Quality data and clusters are generated on using fuzzy threshold value in fuzzy equivalent matrix.. The advantage of fuzzy clustering is that even though we can allocate an absolute cluster membership to a data point, at a more fine granularity level and we can provide the percentage quality. As part of our ongoing work, we are collecting exhaustive set of data so as to 
